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Should you answer a toll free call

Long ago, before Mark Zuckerberg's deception was a trending Twitter topic, the tech industry was said to have unlimited opportunities to make the world a better place. Plus, there was unlimited money to make! Then trolls, criminals, predators and demagogues marched into tech-built public squares, and
the tragedy of digital commons unfolded worldwide. Big technology wasn't against commercializing it either. Yes, the technology was catastrophically stained - until a few weeks ago, when we tore out of our open-plan offices and became trapped in our homes, we discovered that the digital tools that unite
us are lifeblood. Those of us who are lucky enough to continue working as the economy collapsed are compulsively adopting collaborative software from project designers to video conferencing applications. Suddenly, public appreciation for what engineers tirelessly build has risen again. While it's great to
explore what popular tools can achieve from Slack to Trello, Teams to GitHub and Zoom, there's more to collaboration than software. Processes and precautions around teleworking develop rapidly as group interactions revolve around everywhere. In recognition of the important new role of collaboration,
Computerworld, CIO, CSO, InfoWorld, and Network World have jointly provided five articles to help you optimize your collaboration efforts. Share them with people you know. Office? What office? Senior reporter Matthew Finnegan, who deals with collaboration with Computerworld, addresses the question
in everyone's mind: Teleworking, now and forever? Research shows that the majority of people want to work from home – and in organisations that have had mature work and domestic practices for a while, many workers have settled into their new reality as if it were no big deal. The office won't
disappear overnight. But as long as productivity lasts and cooperation instruments inevitably improve, why not let people work wherever they want? Matthew and IDG TechTalk's Juliet Beauchamp discuss these and other opportunities in a special episode of Today in Tech. One thing is certain:
Videoconferencing is proving that it is the lifeblood of teleworking. But can the networks handle it? In all accounts, the public internet and even cloud services have remained remarkably well. However, as analyst Zeus Kerravala notes Videoconferencing quick fixes need rethinking once the pandemic is
over, wrote Network World contributor Sharon Gaudin, those who return to the office and want to continue zooming or Webexing may face obstacles. The companies thought they had good networks, but now they find out that they need to be updated, Kerravala says. And future, richer video conferencing
experiences will require even more from business networks. A more urgent requirement is the safety of those working from home. CSO assistant Susan Bradley 8 key safety aspects to protect teleworkers, detailing the actions you should be Immediately. Some are obvious, such as the implementation of
two-factor authentication. Others are less, such as adjusting the effect on logging a security event. As Susan explains, endpoint security is very different for connected home users than for users embedded in the office. The use of the right technology does not guarantee the success of cooperation. 7 in
the secrets of successful remote IT teams, CIO assistant John Edwards delves into the roles and responsibilities of teams that do remote work. Not surprisingly, many of John's recommendations, especially leadership recommendations, can apply to most management situations. But he also covers best
practices in healthy group dynamics. Now might be a good time to remember that for successful remote collaboration processes, you guessed it, the developers. InfoWorld's participating supplier Isaac Sacolick guides us to the 7 best practically agile remote teams, starting with choosing the right tools for
your collaboration workspace. Isaac offers clear advice on everything from adjusting sprint ladders and adapting agile ceremonies to remote work. The last sentence of his story offers words to live on: A big part of agility, and not just following agile practices, is recognizing when and how to change. We're
all working on it right now. As pioneers in our own processes and cooperation rules, the technology industry would do well to redeem itself by taking notes and delivering creative new solutions. Copyright © 2020 IDG Communications, Inc. Sometimes there are no correct answers. There are only real
answers for you. Or the right answer for your family. Or right-now answers. A lot of decisions have to be made these days. Not so different from normal, except that even the most basic decisions - decisions we have never thought about before - seem impossibly difficult. Will you send your children to
school or home school? Go to church or stay home? Participate in an important family gathering or social distance? And that's just a few. Such decisions have never been a problem. Going to church, school or maybe weddings has always been given. Until now. And people certainly don't seem shy about
shouting from rooftops - or their laptops - how they think we should all answer these questions. But the truth is that there are no correct answers to these questions or infinite others that do not seem impossible to answer. Sometimes none of the options are a good option. Sometimes opinions are loud and
make us question our own judgment. Sometimes our thoughts are a whirlwind of confusion when we try to determine the right answer to a question that doesn't have one. You can be in your seats. Quiet. Absent sound. Breathe and let the brain rest. You don't have to worry about an answer that entitles
everyone, you just have to set up Answer. It's true that some people may be disappointed with the decision they've made – after all, regardless of whether they are If you decide to do it, you'll never please everyone. But if you know that you are right based on your own circumstances — if your answer to
these questions has produced God-given peace in the midst of difficult circumstances — there is no need to feel guilty. You don't have to explain. You don't have to be sorry. You can walk forward in faith knowing that you made the best or right family decision for you that you could make – maybe it's not
perfect, but you're human and there's no such thing as perfection. It is acceptable to accept it and choose differently from what is right for him, for them or for those people. We're all different. We feel different. All our needs are different. You can't expect everyone to be answered correctly. But perhaps we
can agree that some decisions are difficult to make for everyone. You answer the phone and the person on the other end says, Can you hear me? It seems harmless - in fact, it happens all the time, so why would you think anything of it? That is precisely why the criminals behind the new scam are using it
as a plot to defraud unsuspecting consumers. In fact, it's actually a new twist on an old scam that was often committed against businesses, according to the Better Business Bureau. Beware of the new Hear Me phone scam The idea behind this phone scam is to get people answering the call to say yes. It
may not seem like a big deal then, but what criminals can do later with a recording is dangerous for you, with your information and identity. When they have an audio recording that says yes, scammers can use it to authorize unwanted payments on bills, credit cards and more. You say yes, it's recorded
and they say you've agreed to something, Susan Grant, consumer protection director for the Consumer Federation of America, told CBS News. The caller can also ask you to press a button that is placed in the do not call registry, which is just a way for crooks to find out if the number they are dialing is
active. Most importantly: So don't say anything and don't press any buttons - just close! Read more: IRS phone scam is back and more sophisticated than ever If you get a call from a number you don't recognize, you should always be skeptical of anyone trying to get you to answer with a simple yes. For
example, here are a few ways scammers can make you say it: Can you hear me? Are you the lady of the house? Are you paying the home phone bill? Do you pay the household bills? Are you a homeowner? You should be skeptical about any yes or no question that doesn't have the context provided by
the caller. The safest thing to do is hang up. What can scammers do with recordings saying yes How can crooks cause harm if you didn't give me your credit card number or other information over the phone? They have your phone number, and you say yes, which is everything they need to get a phone.
Phone. through third-party payments. In addition, the crooks may have already gained access to some of your personal information through some other type of data breach. For example, they might have your cable bill or credit card number , and when you dispute payments, they may object to saving your
consent. If you believe you've already been the victim of this scam, check all your bank statements line by line – including your checking account, credit card, cable bill, phone bill, electricity bill, and any other invoices or accounts that contain your personal information and/or payment information. If you
see payments that you don't recognize, call the billing company immediately and dispute the transactions. Also call your bank to make sure they are aware of what is happening. If you wish to register your phone number in the government's legal Do Not Call register, you can do so DoNotCall.gov. But
while it can deter real telemarketers and attempts to ask you, it doesn't deter scammers. So if you're already on the list and the caller gives you the option to sign up for it, you know it's a villain at the other end of the line. BBB tips to protect yourself from this scam: Use a caller ID to screen calls and
consider not even answering unknown numbers. If it's important, they'll leave a message and you can call me back. If someone calls and asks if you can hear me, don't say yes. Close the bones. Scammers change their tactics when catching up with the public, so be wary of other questions designed to
ask a simple yes answer. Make a note of the number and report it bbb.org/scamtracker warn others. BBB also shares scam tracking data with government and law enforcement agencies, so each piece of information helps track fraudsters. Consider joining the Do Not Call Registry (DoNotCall.gov) to cut
telemarketing and sales calls. This may not help scammers as they don't bother paying attention to the law, but you'll get fewer calls. This can help you find out more quickly those that may be fraudulent. Check your bank and credit card bills regularly for unauthorized expenses. It is also good to check
your phone and mobile phone bills as well. Scammers may use the Yes recording of your voice to authorize payments to your phone. This is called overcrowding, and it's illegal. You can also sign up for a free service that blocks scam calls: here's one to prevent IRS phone scams, and another option is
Nomorobo, which blocks robocalls and other requests from telemarketers. More tips to protect against common smartphone scams Crooks is increasingly using not only phone calls to run scary scams, but also text messages and emails. So to protect yourself and avoid being surprised, keep these tips in
mind: Don't push to make quick decisions. Study the organization. Check them out bbb.org, search online, etc. provide your personal data (address, date of birth, bank details, social security numbers) to people you are unfamilile with. Do not click links to unwanted e-mail messages or text messages. If
you are unsure of a phone call or email claiming to be from your bank, utility company, etc., call the company directly using the numbers on your invoice or credit card. Never send money by wire transfer or prepaid debit card to someone you don't know or have never met in person. Never send money to
an emergency unless you can confirm an emergency. Read more: Don't fall for these common smartphone scams How to spot a fake retail website
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